John Corley and his daughter, Ashlye, are animal care volunteers every other Saturday.
Ashlye overcame her fear of snakes while volunteering at the Nature Center. FWNC&R Staff Photo.

CALLING ALL “VOLUNTEENS”!
by Laura Veloz, Naturalist/Volunteer Coordinator

I

nspiring a love of nature in a generation engrossed in gaming devices is a challenge. Gone
are the days of running to the area woods and building forts. Now, it is running to the house

and building forts in the game Fortnite. As parents, mentors, and family members, it is essential
to offer various types of opportunities to foster an appreciation of our natural resources. Forming
personal connections with nature is vital and can be as simple as taking a small hike around the

neighborhood looking at trees, sitting outdoors
watching birds fly, or taking the time to volunteer
at a nature reserve.
The Fort Worth Nature Center & Refuge offers
three volunteer opportunities in which youth can
participate to create memorable nature
experiences. Youth under 16 years of age, or
those unable to drive, must be accompanied by
a parent. Every Wednesday, young volunteers
can get their hands dirty working at our
greenhouse. Their time will be spent caring for
native plants that will be used for restoration
projects on the Refuge and throughout our
community. By working at the greenhouse, these
Amelia English and her dad, James, are animal care
volunteers every other Sunday. Amelia is a senior at
Paschal High School and was recently accepted to
attend Texas Christian University.
FWNC&R Staff Photo.

teens will learn about the basic requirements of
most plants.
If teens love to be outdoors and like to share

their discoveries with others, becoming a roving naturalist is a great opportunity. First, they must
take the roving naturalist training class that is offered quarterly. Upon completing training, they
can sign up and select an area of high use, such as the boardwalk or Hardwicke Interpretive
Center, to share their nature observations on the weekends with visitors.
For those who prefer working with animals, training to be an animal care volunteer may be more
appealing. Volunteers care for the Nature Center’s non-releasable educational animals by
preparing meals and providing general care on a weekly or biweekly basis. As an animal care
volunteer, teens learn how to work with a wide variety of species. Becoming a caregiver for the
animal ambassadors allows them to bridge a general love for animals to truly understanding the
animals’ needs.
Over the years, the Nature Center has seen an increase in parent and child participation in the
Refuge’s volunteer opportunities. It may start with a parent wanting to get their child outside and
helping in the community or a self-motivated youth who wants to make a difference. With the

right experiences and mentors, these teens may gradually form a lifelong passion for protecting
our environment. We are fortunate to have both parents and youth who are donating their time
for the good of the Refuge and beyond.
If you or your teen are interested in volunteering, contact us at 817-392-7413 for more
information about the opportunities.

